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data protection - legal changes  published in July 2019 
EUCJ. C-40/17, Fashion ID/Verbraucherzentrale. The operator of the website that 
displays the Facebook “Like” button must obtain user consent before the data is 
collected and transferred 

Fashion ID GmbH & Co. KG is an online fashion retailer that has incorporated the "Like" button on its 
website. This built-in plug-in results in the transfer of the user's IP address and browser information to 
Facebook every time the user enters the Fashion ID site. User information is automatically transferred when 
the site is loaded, even if the user does not click the "Like" button or has a Facebook account. The German 
consumer protection association (Verbraucherzentrale NRW eV) has taken legal action against Fashion ID, 
claiming that the use of the plug-in has violated data protection legislation. 

The case was judged under the former data protection directive ("DPD"), not the GDPR. The Court of Justice 
of the European Union finds that Fashion ID cannot be considered a controller with regard to the data 
processing operations carried out by Facebook Ireland after their transmission to the latter. Thus, it is 
excluded, at first glance, that Fashion ID establishes the purposes and means of these operations. 

In contrast, Fashion ID may be considered a joint controller together with Facebook Ireland in respect of 
the operations of collection and disclosure by transmission to Facebook Ireland of the data in question, 
since it may be considered that Fashion ID and Facebook Ireland together determine their purposes and 
means. 

Fashion ID’s insertion of the Facebook "Like" button on its website allows to optimize advertising products 
making them more visible on Facebook when a visitor to their website clicks said button. Precisely in order 
to benefit from this commercial advantage, Fashion ID, by inserting such a button on its website, seems to 
have given its consent, at least implicitly, for the collection and disclosure by transmission of the personal 
data of the website visitors. Thus, these processing operations appear to be carried out in the economic 
interest of both Fashion ID and Facebook Ireland, for which the possibility of having this data for their own 
commercial purposes constitutes the counterpart of the advantage offered to Fashion ID. 

The court points out that the administrator of a website, such as Fashion ID, as a (co) controller with regard 
to certain data processing operations of visitors to its site, such as data collection and transmission to 
Facebook Ireland, must provide, at the moment of collection, certain information to these visitors, such as, 
for example, its identity and the processing purposes. 
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The court also provides details on two of the six cases of legitimate processing of personal data, as provided 
by the Directive. 

(a)  Thus, in the case where the data subject has given their consent, the Court decides that the 
administrator of a website, such as Fashion ID, must obtain this consent in advance (only) for the 
operations in respect of which it is  a (co) controller, namely data collection and transmission.  

(b)  As regards the cases in which the data processing is necessary for the realization of a legitimate 
interest, the Court decides that each of the persons having the capacity of (co) controller with 
regard to the processing, namely the administrator of the website and the provider of the social 
module,  must pursue, through the collection and transmission of personal data, a legitimate 
interest in order to justify these operations.  

There are mainly two issues to be emphasized by the ECJ case law on joint processing (joint controllers) :  

(1)  Firstly, the level of joint control may also be low. It is not imposed on the parties to share the 
responsibility equally; or that both parties must have access to the personal data 
processed.                                                                                                                       

(2)  Secondly, joint control may exist for some processing activities, but in other processing phases, a 
party may be solely responsible. This requires a more granular analysis of each processing 
step.                                                                                                                       

In conclusion, a website operator that implements the "Like" button or other (social) plugins will have to 
ask for consent and inform interested parties before sending personal data to a third party. This could 
be quite difficult in practice because consent according GDPR would require that users be able to choose 
and this depends on the Facebook policy. The consent must cover only the processing part for which the 
controller determines, jointly or alone, the purposes and means. Facebook is likely to update their terms 
shortly after the decision so as to include a joint controller agreement for this type of processing. 

 

The Greek Data Protection Authority fined PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS BUSINESS 
SOLUTIONS SA with the sum of EUR 150,000 for violating GDPR provisions 

According to information published on the website of the European Committee on Data Protection, the 
Greek Authority has sanctioned the PWC as a controller because: 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=ro&tl=en&u=https://edpb.europa.eu/news/national-news_en
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(a) it has illegally processed the personal data of its employees, contrary to the provisions of art. 5 
items (1) letter a) of the GPDR;  

(b) it has processed the personal data of its employees in an unfair and non-transparent manner, 
contrary to the provisions of art. 5 item (1) let. a) of the GDPR, giving the employees the false 
impression that their data is processed on a legal basis, that is, of consent according to art. 6 
paragraph (1) let. a) from the GDPR, while, in reality, their data was processed on a different legal 
basis, of which the employees were never informed;                 

(c) although it was responsible in its capacity as a controller, PWC could not demonstrate the 
compliance of its actions to art. 5 paragraph (1) of the GDPR, therefore could not comply with the 
principle of liability provided in art. 5 paragraph (2) of the GDPR, through which the burden of proof 
is transferred to the data controller.                  

The PWC has a period of 3 months to remedy the irregularities found by the Greek Data Protection  
Authority. 

 
The European Data Protection Supervisor has launched a simple holiday guide  

The European Data Protection Authority has released a simple holiday guide, called Stay cool this summer. 
11 tips to be secure online on holiday. It includes 11 tips to stay safe online during the holidays.   

https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/19-07-25_summergraphic_en.pdf 

 

The National Supervisory Authority for the Processing of Personal Data published a 
statement on July 2, 2019 regarding the submission of complaints 

The General Data Protection Regulation establishes a unique set of rules for the effective protection of the 
privacy of natural persons in the European Union.  

In order to exercise these rights, the natural person must address a request to the controller who 
processed their personal data. The controller must respond to said person within one month after 
receiving the request and, if it does not intend to comply with the request, give reasons for this refusal. 
This response period can be extended by two months when necessary, taking into account the complexity 
and number of requests. In this case, the controller must notify the data subject of any such extension, 
within one month of receiving the request, presenting the reasons for the delay.     

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=ro&tl=en&u=https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/19-07-25_summergraphic_en.pdf
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In case the data subject is dissatisfied with the way of solving the request or has not received a response 
from the controller, they have the possibility to file a complaint with the National Supervisory 
Authority.     

According to the Decision of the President of the National Supervisory Authority no. 133/2018, when 
submitting complaints, the following items are mandatory: the detailed indication of their subject, the 
requests made by the complainant (the data subject) towards the controller or the person 
authorized, the information available to support the claims, the annexation of conclusive evidence, 
to the extent in which they holds them.  

The supervisory authority informs the data subject about the admissibility of the complaint, within 45 days 
from registration, according to the provisions of art. 9 of Decision no. 133/2018. If it is found that the 
information in the complaint or the documents transmitted are incomplete or insufficient, the National 
Supervisory Authority requests the data subject to supplement the complaint in order to be considered 
admissible for an investigation. A new deadline of no more than 45 days starts from the date of 
supplementing the complaint.     

The National Supervisory Authority shall inform the data subject of the progress or outcome of the 
investigation undertaken within three months from the date when they were informed that the 
complaint is admissible.  

If a more detailed investigation or coordination with other supervisory authorities is necessary, the National 
Supervisory Authority informs the data subject about the progress of the investigation, every 3 months, 
until its completion.  

A complaint which does not specify the identification data of the complainant (name, surname, address of 
residence or domicile) is considered anonymous and is classified, without a reply to the complainant, 
according to the provisions of art. 10 of Decision no. 133/2018.    

 

On July 10, 2019, the Permanent Office of the Senate Decision no. 18/2019 
amending and supplementing Regulation of organization and functioning of the 
National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data Processing, approved by the 
Standing Bureau of the Senate no. 16/2005, was published. 

The new Regulation provides that within the National Supervisory Authority for the Processing of Personal 
Data (the Authority) there must be a data protection officer. Its designation and the establishment of its 
duties  shall be made by the President of the Authority, by decision. 

https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmztsmjshe2a/hotararea-nr-18-2019-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-regulamentului-de-organizare-si-functionare-a-autoritatii-nationale-de-supraveghere-a-prelucrarii-datelor-cu-caracter-personal-aprobat-prin-hotar
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmztsmjshe2a/hotararea-nr-18-2019-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-regulamentului-de-organizare-si-functionare-a-autoritatii-nationale-de-supraveghere-a-prelucrarii-datelor-cu-caracter-personal-aprobat-prin-hotar
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmztsmjshe2a/hotararea-nr-18-2019-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-regulamentului-de-organizare-si-functionare-a-autoritatii-nationale-de-supraveghere-a-prelucrarii-datelor-cu-caracter-personal-aprobat-prin-hotar
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmztsmjshe2a/hotararea-nr-18-2019-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-regulamentului-de-organizare-si-functionare-a-autoritatii-nationale-de-supraveghere-a-prelucrarii-datelor-cu-caracter-personal-aprobat-prin-hotar
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The Authority maintains several new registries: 
 Registry of data protection officers 

 Registry of security breach notices 

 Registry of codes of conduct 

The new regulation no longer includes: 
 The registry of controllers of personal data 

 The registry of personal data processing 

The Decision of the Permanent Office of the Senate no. 18/2019 was published in the Official Gazette of 
Romania, part I, no. 565 of July 10, 2019 and entered into force on the date of publication. 

 

The Twelfth Plenary of the European Data Protection Board took place on July 9-10, 
2019 

The main topics addressed during the plenary were the following: 
(a)  Video Surveillance Guide - The Board adopted the Video Surveillance Guide, which clarifies how 

GDPR applies to the processing of personal data when using video devices and aims to ensure 
consistent application of GDPR in this regard. The guide covers both traditional and smart video 
devices. For the latter, the Guide focuses on the rules regarding the processing of special 
categories of data. In addition, the Guide contains regulations on the legality of processing, non-
applicability in the case of residences and disclosure of images to third parties. The guide is subject 
to a public consultation.                     

(b)  The EDPB has adopted a joint response with the European Authority at the request of the LIBE 
Commission of the European Parliament for a legal assessment of the impact of the US CLOUD 
law on the EU data protection legal framework and the mandate to negotiate an EU-US agreement 
on cross-border access to electronic evidence for judicial cooperation in criminal matters. The 
CLOUD law allows US authorities to request the disclosure of electronic data of data subjects, to 
US electronic service providers, regardless of where it is stored. 


